
TESTIMONIALS
Anyone can sing their own praises. And while we  

are happy to tell you what makes ACASS special,  

we prefer that to come from less subjective sources.
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“We turned to ACASS to sell our G550 because of 

their reputation for integrity, international reach, 

and optimal results. They did not disappoint. They 

were accessible, professional, and dependable all 

the way through what turned out to be a complex 

sale in a tough market. They came through for 

us in ways that few other brokers could have.”

BEGOÑA ELICES GARCÍA
Communications Manager, REPSOL S.A.

“ACASS is the type of company you want in your 

corner during complex aviation transactions. 

No matter the time of day, the executive team 

(in my case, led by Andre) remained engaged 

and accessible, and consistently endeavored 

to find equitable solutions. I greatly appreciated 

the team’s integrity, sincerity, and expertise.”

JAY PENSKE
Penske Media Corporation

“As a leading supplier of pilots, ACASS has 

always supported my requirements. My business 

involves extensive domestic and international 

travel, often on very short notice. Fortunately, I 

know I can always count on ACASS for complete 

pilot support. They flawlessly handle logistics 

like visas and regulatory documentation to 

ensure I’m in the air when I need to be. They are 

a resource I would not want to be without.”

ALIKO DANGOTE
President / CEO, Dangote Group

“Attention to detail and unique experience are 

what sets ACASS apart from the rest. Over the 

years, ACASS has demonstrated determination 

in its problem-solving attitude and has always 

satisfied my specific aircraft requirements. I 

would not hesitate To recommend ACASS to any 

individual wishing to sell his or her aircraft or in 

need of pilots or overall operational support.”

RON DENNIS
Former Formula 1 Team Principal
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“I sincerely appreciate the hard work and customary 

professionalism of everyone on the ACASS team. It is 

a pleasure to work with such capable, and personally 

delightful, people! I look forward to next time!”

JEFFREY G. TOUGAS
General Counsel U.S., Ecn Capital Corp.

“ACASS is the Rosetta Stone of private aviation. They 

are a true turnkey solution that makes everything 

simpler, smoother, and more successful. Whether 

for charter, facilitating aircraft financing, or anything 

else I have needed them for, they have always 

come through. Their international experience and 

knowledge of Africa is the best I have encountered.”

SEGUN ADEBUTU
CEO, Petrolex

“It is rare to find a single source of business aviation 

expertise and capability that can address the 

many facets of selling an aircraft. But when we 

needed to quickly prepare three Global 6000 Vision 

aircraft for sale, ACASS really was our single-source 

solution. They provided the expert consultation 

management, ferry, maintenance oversight, and 

marketing we needed and I couldn’t be happier 

with their work. We will unquestionably look to them 

in the future for worldwide operational support.”

WAYNE WONG
Project Manager, AVIC

“My G550 had already been on the market for quite 

a long time when I turned to ACASS to help sell 

it. Not only did ACASS find a buyer in short order, 

but they also navigated me through a number of 

issues, protecting my interests with expert guidance 

from start to finish. ACASS has a talented, highly 

responsive team and I recommend them to anyone 

seeking a smooth, efficient sale of their aircraft.”

SAYYU DANTATA
Founder and Chief Executive Officer, MRS
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“Since 2008, ACASS has provided augmented 

flight crew that have kept our airplanes flying and 

enhanced our company’s corporate travel. ACASS 

pilots have been on site and in the cockpit with 

an efficiency that simply would not have been 

achievable without ACASS’s substantial knowledge 

of and history with the requirements of the Indian 

aviation authority (DGCA). Our relationship with ACASS 

has been, and will continue to be, a tremendous 

asset for us and our operation and crewing needs.”

SURESH SUNDARAM
Director of Aviation, ESSAR Group

“It’s refreshing to deal with a team as knowledgeable, 

effective, and collaborative as the one at ACASS. 

Their guidance and resourcefulness led to a fast 

and efficient transaction completion, with open 

communication and transparency throughout. 

I would work with them again in a heartbeat.”

SHAWN RAKER
VP and Director of Aviation, Capio Partners

“Selling an aircraft feels like navigating a minefield 

of potential missteps. But ACASS eliminated 

every uncertainty we had and made us feel 

confident about our course of action, carefully 

explaining and substantiating their rationale 

every step of the way. We couldn’t be happier with 

the guidance, support, and personal attention 

we received from the entire team at ACASS.”

SARANG WADHAWAN
Vice Chairman & Managing Director, HDIL

“ACASS lived up to its impressive reputation, providing 

very sound advice and tremendous efficiency to 

conclude the sale of our aircraft. Throughout the 

process, their patience, determination, adaptability 

to changes in price expectations, and constant 

accessibility made us feel like we were in the very 

best hands. We hold ACASS in our highest esteem.”

MICHAEL LATIFI
President & CEO, Sofina Foods Inc.
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“I have the highest standards and the Team at 

ACASS demonstrated a genuine appreciation for my 

needs and vision—and they turned that vision into a 

reality. I would not hesitate to recommend ACASS to 

anyone who demands the highest level of attention 

and professionalism and needs aviation support.”

LEWIS HAMILTON
Formula 1 World Champion Driver

“ACASS truly knows and understands business 

aviation from the owner’s perspective. The 

flight crews provided for my aircraft exceed the 

high standards we require and the entire team 

consistently goes above and beyond to ensure 

safety remains the number one priority.”

AZIZ OJJEH
Vice-President, TAG Group S.A.

“When we needed a temporary training captain 

for our Challenger 300, ACASS came through for 

us flawlessly. Their Recruitment and Crew Support 

services kept us flying while our permanent captain 

gained the necessary time and experience to fly on 

his own. ACASS took all of the effort, complication, 

and stress out of the process for us, and ensured 

all of our needs were met every step of the way.”

SANJAY KULKARNI
Aviation Manager, Force Motors

“ACASS’s short-notice response time has been nothing 

short of outstanding. When we need a complete 

package on demand and with little notice, ACASS is 

the only company I know we can count on to deliver.”

J GLENN TAYLOR
Former Director of Flight Operations, NASJET
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“I was very lucky to have ACASS’s help at 

beginning stage of owning my first jet. They will 

definitely be my first choice whenever I need 

an experienced management company, and 

I will not hesitate to refer them to my friends. 

I look forward to our next cooperation.”

GEORGE CHOU
CEO, TP Aviation International Top Speed Racing

“The high-caliber service ACASS provides and their 

strong commitment to the management of our 

aircraft are not easily duplicable elsewhere. We look 

forward to a long-term relationship and fully intend 

to call on ACASS anytime we have a contingent 

operational need in the future. They have delivered 

on all of their promises and we are sincerely grateful.”

PIERRE P. ONEID
Senior VP/Chief Nuclear Officer, Holtec International

“I would highly recommend ACASS to anyone 

in need of temporary Crew to move an 

aircraft. They are uniquely efficient in finding 

last minute crew and managing the overall 

logistics of ever-changing moving parts.”

GREG CHAMANDY
President, Life Partners Aviation

“Through the sale and purchase of our aircraft, 

provision of flight personnel and handling of 

our aircraft, together with associated flight 

support and services, ACASS proved to be a 

supremely professional company, with the all 

important knowledge required in the Aviation 

Industry to provide first class service to Aircraft 

Owners and Operators alike. We have the 

greatest pleasure in recommending ACASS 

for all aspects of one’s Aviation needs.”

HIS EXCELLENCY MOHAMMAD A SAFADI
Former Minister of Public Works and 
Transport, Government of Lebanon
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“ACASS was instrumental in ensuring our ferry flight 

reached its destination smoothly. They took sudden 

changes and unforeseen circumstances in stride, and 

accommodated our needs every step of the way. 

We look forward to a long and fruitful relationship.”

CAPT. RAVI SHANKAR 
Accountable Manager, Orbit Aviation Pvt. Ltd.

“When we needed crews for a multi-aircraft VVIP operation 

in the Middle East, ACASS’s long history and extensive 

network of contacts in the region proved indispensable. 

They implemented a comprehensive, customized pilot 

hiring and management solution with an online tool that 

enabled us to monitor the entire process, from initial 

pre-qualification to full pilot acceptance. This included 

interview setup, background checks, documentation 

review and identification, local civil aviation authority 

validations and more. You guys were invaluable.”

DAVID COX
Former EVP & Chief Operating Officer, XOJET

“l can’t say enough about the comprehensive 

service, expertise, and value we received from 

ACASS in the entry into service and management 

of our Challenger 604. Their in-house legal, 

flight ops, and crew recruitment teams were 

amazing. True to their promise, ACASS helped 

and continues to help us own our journey!”

CHRISTIAN LAFONTAINE
Chief Pilot, Kudlik Aviation

“I came to ACASS for short-term management 

and ferry of a newly purchased Falcon 2000. What 

I received was an entire company looking out for 

my interests. Their maintenance and legal teams 

covered every base and earned my complete 

confidence. If you think the days of companies 

delivering above and beyond your expectations 

are over, ACASS might just change your mind.”

NEIL SHAW
Director, Accurate Commodeal Private Limited
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“ACASS was an invaluable consultative partner in the 

acquisition of our Global 5000. The ACASS team was 

professional, courteous and efficient, and handled 

all aspects of a fairly complicated transaction with 

integrity, acumen, and good will. As an experienced 

aircraft operator, we have worked with many 

aviation brokers and service providers, and ACASS 

is among the very best. Thanks ACASS - we will 

recommend you and we will no doubt be back!”

ISSAM HOURANI
Pharma Corporation, Panama

“ACASS listens carefully to our needs and responds 

very quickly with customized, cost-effective 

solutions. You would be hard pressed to find any 

other organization that can match their flexibility 

and versatility, with such a high commitment to 

superior service. I would recommend any of ACASS’s 

services to any business jet owner or operator.” 

JOSE EFROMOVICH
Member of the Board for Synergy

“ACASS is an exceptional partner that has always 

been there for us, supplying experienced flight 

crews, even on short notice and with numerous 

last minute changes. Their responsiveness 

and flexibility give us peace of mind.”

TIM ROBERTS
Chairman AVWEST PTY Ltd.

“The demand for highly proficient business 

aviation professionals is growing rapidly in 

China. This market requires expertise and 

experience with local civil aviation authorities, 

as well as deep cultural awareness and 

sensitivity. ACASS excels in all of these areas.”

JASON LIAO
Chairman & CEO, CBAJET

CLIENT TESTIMONIALS
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“It is critical, in the decision-making process 

of approving the financing for a business 

aircraft, to have complete confidence and 

trust in any organization associated with 

its operation and management. ACASS’s 

international experience and professionalism 

provides us this trust and confidence.”

CHRIS MILLER
Managing Partner, Shearwater Aero Capital

“ACASS is a treasure trove of highly trained 

professionals in the field of aviation sales and 

operations. Their renowned experts helped us 

to secure the long range, wide body aircraft 

that will be the heart of our business, even 

exceeding our best expectations. We are excited 

to work with them again in the near future”.

JENNY SHAO
CEO, Gold Star Aviation Pte Ltd

“Everyone on the ACASS team pulled out the stops 

to make a difficult mission move smoothly. It’s the 

reason we trust and look to ACASS for our special 

projects! Hats off to the crew for an outstanding trip.”

LES KENYON
Director of Engineering, Aviation Sales Associates

“ACASS made finding crew for our charter 

operation a breeze. They handled recruitment, 

vetting, and placement in precise accordance 

with our specifications. Their post placement 

handling of monthly crew rotations and invoicing 

were especially helpful and professional. 

Tremendous experience from beginning to end.”

ROCHELLE ACEBAL
President, Corporate Flight International

CLIENT TESTIMONIALS
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“When we decided to add an additional aircraft 

to our fleet, we were fortunate that the seller had 

chosen ACASS as its sales representative. ACASS 

provided sound and unbiased support that met 

our high standards throughout the acquisition 

process, from pre-buy inspection to final delivery. 

Their technical, legal, contractual, and sales staff 

helped overcome all challenges along the way. 

We are very pleased with our new relationship with 

ACASS and look forward to future collaborations.”

HOUSSAM HAZZOURY
Group CEO, AIRX

“When the Hawker 1000 I was interested in 

purchasing turned out to come with a host of sales 

complications, ACASS did not blink an eye. They 

persisted through every challenge and stayed 

committed to making the sale work for me, remaining 

extremely responsive and cooperative throughout the 

process. Their knowledge about the seller, the aircraft, 

and the regional considerations was invaluable.”

BRANDON LUTHENS
Club Jet Charter Jet Services

“In an increasingly chaotic world, it is a tremendous 

advantage to have an unflappable team on your 

side. When a series of unexpected complications 

threatened the acquisition of our Challenger 

604, ACASS never blinked. Instead, they calmly 

overcame each one, always keeping the lines of 

communication open and remaining fantastic to 

work with. They are a team of true professionals.”

BRIAN CEELEN
Senior Vice President - Sales, BeauTech Power Systems,LLC

“It is great to know that there are still companies 

like ACASS out there who pay attention to their 

customers’ needs and deliver on their promises. 

When we needed crew to reposition our Global 

Express, ACASS responded quickly with pilots who 

were exactly what we needed. The transaction was 

effortless, communication with the ACASS team was 

great, and the end result was perfect. We will turn 

to ACASS again in the future without hesitation.”

WILLEM J RAS 
Lead Captain, Macsteel Jet Services Ltd

CLIENT TESTIMONIALS
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“Turning to ACASS for a complex charter is a 

decision we are grateful to have made. They 

found innovative solutions to a host of entry-and-

permit-related complications, kept us updated on 

all movements, and conducted themselves with 

the utmost professionalism throughout. This was 

our first cooperation with ACASS, but having seen 

their abilities, determination, and commitment to 

the mission, we’re sure there will be many more.”

CAPT. ERAN DUVDEVANI
CEO, Jet Ways Aviation

“When we pre-plan our movements for aircraft 

coming off lease or at the end of financing, ACASS 

is the next best thing to having an in-house ferry 

and delivery department. They give us complete 

confidence that everything involved in transporting 

our aircraft will be handled seamlessly and 

professionally and from beginning to end.”

JOHAN BLITZ
Managing Director, UBS Switzerland AG

“ACASS helped us create a foreign ownership trust 

and arranged crew, ferry, and delivery of our Boeing 

737 purchase—all during COVID-19 travel restrictions. 

At a time when the entire world was on pause, ACASS 

was there for us in every way we needed them to be.”

MARCO PRUD’HOMME
Nolinor Aviation

Communication, transparency, and discretion 

are paramount in making complex transactions 

go smoothly. ACASS is fantastic at all three. They 

were able to balance the needs of all parties to 

help deliver an outcome all were delighted with.

BRADLEY GORDON
Head: Aviation Finance - Africa 
Investec Bank Limited
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“We have worked on many projects with ACASS and 

while the particulars may vary, the excellence of the 

experience is remarkably consistent. They know the 

African market and business processes inside and 

out and we can alway count on them for top-notch 

support with mutual clients in challenging regions.”

GAVIN KIGGEN
Vice President, ExecuJet Africa

“You guys are fantastic. Selling our aircraft 

above retail and buying one that better 

meets our needs below retail is a dream. 

Thank you for making this happen!”

DANNY LAVY
Owner, Elite Group Inc.

“When ACASS says they’re committed to successful 

client outcomes, they mean it. They have the 

know-how and resources to adapt to fluctuating 

markets and find creative solutions for unique 

challenges. Based on my own experience 

chartering and selling an aircraft with them, I 

can recommend ACASS without reservation.”

TRIBERT AYABATWA
Chairman, Pan African Tobacco Group

“In ferrying our aircraft to Kaduna, ACASS was efficient, 

professional, and timely with all responses. Without 

the rapid back and forth communications that took 

place between us, we would have never completed 

the mission on time. ACASS has a genuinely 

dedicated and client-focused staff. On behalf of 

SkyJet Aviation Services, thank you for your services.”

BRUCE FULLERTON
SkyJet Aviation Services LTD.
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“Not only was the team at ACASS professional, 

accommodating, and easy to deal with, but they 

acquired a Challenger 601 for a client of ours for a 

great price and as quickly as we needed them to. 

Overall, our experience with ACASS was a success 

and we look forward to the next deal together.”

CELIA PERKINS
Vice President, International Aircraft Marketing & Sales

“The services we received from ACASS were at 

the highest level of professionalism, knowledge, 

attention to detail and dedication. The ACASS team 

solved every challenge to take us to the finish line. 

They are super friendly, pleasant to work with, and 

always available. I would warmly recommend them 

to anyone looking for business aviation services.”

SHLOMI AZAR
Managing Director, Hazendal

“Tasked by my client to find the right management 

company for his aircraft, I turned to ACASS. From top 

to bottom, their team works tirelessly to overcome 

obstacles as they arise. I have yet to encounter a 

business aviation challenge they cannot help with.”

JASON PARKER
Owner, Parkair Aviation Inc.

“An amazing team of sharp, open, and ethical 

people. Their satellite office in Europe eased the 

process of buying the aircraft from Europe and we 

were able to move along the process efficiently 

and quickly. ACASS did not disappoint!”

SHIRAZ BALOLIA
CEO, Grizzly Industrial, Inc.
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“ACASS is a true turnkey solution that makes 

everything easier and simpler. From aircraft 

management to crew staffing, they have always 

come through for us. We recommend ACASS 

to our clients with complete confidence. Their 

international experience and knowledge of 

operations is among the best in the industry.”

TONY BERGERON
Managing Partner, Echo Aviation Leasing Corp.


